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Why “control” leaders?



Maintaining even tree density

 You can thin the bottom….

 Or, control the top

 Or a mix of both

 It depends on your market/goal!!!



How are leaders typically “controlled” ? --
……………cutting

 Each species is different 
(timing, length, bud selection)

 Different rates of success

 Different ways of correcting 
problems

 Different “folklore” ideas



What should happen?

 New leader is-
 Straight
Only one bud turns up
 Buds all around the 

leader
No need to straighten



What often happens?



How do you correct problem after cutting?



Enter Denmark…. A PGR with no cutting (V1)
…… Species and markets are different, but…



What’s the downside?



Product and surfactant



Testing- a new species, different growth 
conditions, different NAA formulations 

 Rates were higher to get = growth 
reduction (starting in 2002)

 Tested 4 different NAA 
formulations.

 Settled on 1 with the best 
chances for registration

 Found we could achieve a 30% 
growth reduction- if applied at 
the right time on the right trees.

 Could do better with multiple 
applications



What is involved in “adopting” a new product
……after we know it works in Europe and Oregon

 Regulatory
 2+ years of support data to 

Oregon Dept. of Agriculture 
regarding product efficacy and 
grower need.

 Produce and approve a new 
product label- 1 year minimum 
and around $1,000 (USD), if there 
is an existing US EPA product label 
and use in Oregon on a non-food 
crop. 

 Financial
 Manufacture needs data to 

support profitability of a new use 
and new product line.

 Growers want a cost-effective 
product.

 The chicken and egg

 Distribution  system to provide the 
product and application device 
to growers.

 Active ingredient and formulation 
must have existing profitable uses.



Spreading the word and the product



What is involved in grower “adopting” the 
product and a new practice (Version 1-NAA) 

 Interest in finding an alternative to 
cutting

 4+ years of trails at 10 grower sites

 5 grower hands-on field sessions

 How-to publications in grower 
journals

 Additional trials to test US 
surfactants

 Word- of- Mouth



What happened?

 Great initial excitement, but 
found--

 ”Window” to use the product 
is 2 weeks in the spring. A new 
thing to do at a busy time.

 Takes some sophistication to 
use properly
 i.e. hard to have a crew 

make applications.
 Mixing and application 

requires attention
 Too much- wavy or ugly 

tops
 Too little- nothing



Over the next 2 years

 From the manufacture side-
 Not making enough $ to 

support distribution and 
packaging.

 From the growers side-
Why spend $60 when I can 

get it for $15 at the garden 
store?

 Use dropped with big 
growers.



Meanwhile back in Denmark

 Regulators were making it 
difficult to use NAA in the EU

 Experiments with new plant 
growth regulators (PGR) in 
Denmark and Oregon

 Hints of a new “secret” PGR 
that stopped growth, rather 
than slowed it.



The secret is out - Conshape (liquid) in 
Denmark, ProTone (granule) in US- ABA 

 Reduces stomata opening
 Used to color table grapes 

and thin fruit.
 Cost in DK – $1,000 USD for 2 L. 

(15,000 trees)
 Tests in Oregon just completed



UTC 50g 75g 100g 200g
Noble Noble Noble Noble Noble

Hupp 16.48 9.07 9.60 9.46 3.37
Schmidlin 6.24 4.98 3.44 3.19 1.04
Stroda 8.36 4.85 4.48 4.50 0.62
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UTC 25g 50g 175ml 100g 200g
Hupp 5.66 3.08 4.50 1.67 4.42 1.70
Schmidlin 7.58 5.22 5.00 3.69 1.48 0.70
Stroda 8.48 6.07 6.05 3.00 0 0.43
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Next steps and next year. 

Will Version  2.0 
“succeed”?  Will see!

 2nd year of data for 
label/regulators

 Test higher rates
 Test multiple applications on 

same tree.
 Distribution system set-up


